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Abstract 
111 this thesis, we investigate the asymptotic behavior of positive solutions of the 
following nonlinear elliptic boundary value problem 
‘ij'2 Au — u-h uv = 0 in O, 
< + = 0 ill a , 
u = V = 0 ond^l, \ ‘ 
in the singular limit 一 0, where O is a bounded and smooth domain in RN, N <b. 
We first prove the existence of least energy solution by Mountain-Pass Lemma. 
By expanding the critical value up to the second order term, we show that for 
fj, sufficiently small, the least energy solution will develop a spike layer near the 
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In this thesis, we consider the following boundary value problem 
‘ fj^Au — u + v/u = 0 in Q, 
< /ii^Av + = 0 inO, (1.1) 
u,v > 0 in Q,u = V 二 0 ond^t, 
where /i > 0 is a small parameter and H is a smooth and bounded domain in RN 
for N 
Problem (1.1) arises in the study of quantum mechanics. The Sclirddiiiger-
Newtoii equations were derived by Penrose [14] to describe a nonlinear system ob-
tained by coupling the linear Sclirddinger equation of quantum mechanics with the 
gravitation law of Newtonian mechanics. Here in the gravitation law a mass point 
located at the origin interacts with a matter density given by the square of the (real) 
wave function, which is the solution of the Sclirodiiiger equation. On the other hand, 
in the Sclirodiiiger equation a given potential energy is superposed with a gravita-
tional energy obtained by solving Newton's law of gravitation. (The Scliiodiiiger-
Newtoii equations have also been derived via a variational principle by Christian 
[3D. 
4 
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For a single particle of mass m, the Schrodinger-Newton equation consists of the 
following pair of partial differential equations 
� A [ / + 47r7|V^ |2 = 0. 
Here, ijj is the wave function, U is the gravitational potential energy, E[x) is some 
potential function, 7 = Gm?, G being Newton's constant and 7 is Planck's constant. 
It is assumed that the space dimension is 3, i.e., x G R^ and A is the Laplace operator 
in 
We further suppose that 
inf E{x) > 0, E(x) e C^R^). (1.3) 
The Schrodinger-Newton equation in the whole space R^ has been studied by 
Moroz, Penrose and Tod [7], Moroz and Tod [8]. To state their results, we rescale 
U, ijj as follows 
1 ( 1 ~ 
例 二 丁 1 [ l ^ . ) 财 则 二 � , T ) ’ " � = � T ) . (1.4) 
Then (1.2) reduces to the system 
I k^A^P - + Uijj = 0, X e R\ 
1 h'AU + = 0, .7： G R\ ( ) 
We are particularly interested in the semi-classical limit (/?, —> 0). The formula-
tion (1.5) will be used for our discussion of the semi-classical limit. The / ( -bump 
solutions ijj and U both scale in the same way. 
From now on, we drop the tildes on ‘ E(.r), (7, but we still mean the rescaled 
variables. 
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The following result about (1.5) with E(x)三 1 and h = 1 has been obtained 
recently by Moroz and Tod [8 . 
Theorem 1.1 There exists a unique radial solution {w, 7；) with w{y) —> 0, v{y) —> 0 
as \y\ — oo, of the following problem 
‘Aiu — w vw = 0 in R^, 
< A?; -i-^w^ = 0 m R^, (1.6) 
、v^w > Oj w(0) = maXyQ/i3 w{y). 
Moreover, w is decreasing and 
gM lu (y^ 
lim w{y)— = A o � 0 , I lim = —1 (1.7) 
Iy|一oo y |y|—oo w[y) 
for some constant Aq > 0 and 
lim v{y)\y\ = Ai > 0 (1.8) 
I"丨一 oo 
for some constant Ai > 0. 
Remarks: 1. The solution given by Theorem 1.1 is often called the ground 
state. 
2. In [8] existence of radially symmetric solutions with 1 ,2 , . . . zeros is also 
proved. 
3. Existence of the ground state was also proved by P. L. Lions using variational 
methods [12, 13 . 
In other words, Theorem 1.1 establishes existence of a single-peaked solution 
in It can be considered as the quantum-mechanic representation of a particle 
under the influence of gravity which is placed at the origin. 
A natural question to ask is the following: What happens in a bounded domain? 
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The purpose of this thesis is to answer the above question. First we use Mountain-
Pass Lemma to show the existence of a least energy solution u^. Then we study the 
asymptotic behavior of u^ as /x —» 0. To state our result, we need to introduce the 
notation of Green's function and its regular part. 
Fix P e n . Let G(.t, jP) be the Green's function such that 
/ A,G(x, P) + 6p 二 0 inn, 
\ G(x, P) =0 on on, (丄.y) 
where Sp is the Dirac measure at P. 
We decompose G into singular part and regular part 
G(.T，P) = _p|iv-2 — P), (1-10) 
where c^ v is a generic constant and cn = when N = 3. 
Let 
R(P) = R[P,P). (1.11) 
Then R{P) is called Robin function of H at P. The minimum points of R(P) are 
called harm,onic centers of 0 . On a bounded domain the Robin function is strictly 
positive. At the boundary it, tends to +cx) by Bandle and Fliicher [2], Thus H has 
at, least one harmonic center. For more information on harmonic centers, we refer 
to [2:. 
The following is the main result of this thesis: 
Theorem 1.2 Consider the following problem: 
‘/i^Au — u-\-uv = 0 in n, 
fj2Au + i一 = 0 m n, 
< u,v>0 in n, (1-12) 
u — V = 0 on dQ, 
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where ft C R^ (N < 5) is a smooth and hounded domain. 
Then for /i svfficienUy small, problem (1.12) has a solution {u^, v^). Suppose 
that x^ G n is the maximum point of u^, then as /i —> 0； 
(1) � u n i f o r m l y m where {w,v) is the 
ground state given in Theorem, 1.1. 
(2) R{Xfj) minp^n where R{P�is defined by (1.11). 
(3) The mountain pass energy c^ is asymptotically given by 
c^ = /i^ ( l { w ) + B n min R 們 1/^-2 + � n — i ) � , 
where I{w) which is defined as the energy functional associate with (1.6), and Bn 
are positive constants depending on w and N only but not on fj, or Q. 
The main idea of the proof of Theorem 1.2 is by comparing energy estimates. 
The method was initiated in [9], [10] for Neumann problem and [11] for Dirichelt 
problem. We follow the simplified approach used in [5 . 
The organization of this thesis is as follows: 
In Chapter 2, we formulate a variational structure for equation (1.12). 
In Chapter 3, we use Mounatin-Pass Lemma to show the existence of least energy 
solution. 
Then in Chapter 4, we state and prove a result on the kernel of linearized operator 
at ground states. This result is crucial in our estimates. 
From Chapter 5 to Chapter 10, we study the asymptotic behavior of the least 
energy solution as /i —> 0. 
In Chapter 5, we project the ground state into i / g l^ ) and then use this projection 
to compute an upper bound for the energy in Chapter 6. 
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From Chapter 7 to Chapter 9, we derive a lower bound for the energy. To this 
end, we have to expand the least energy solution up to the second order. 
Chaper 7 contains the first approximation. Chapter 8 contains the expansion to 
the second order term. Then in Chapter 9, we expand the energy. 
By comparing the upper bound and lower bound for the energy, we prove The-
orem 1.2 in Chapter 10. 
Chapter 2 
Variational Formulation 
In this chapter, we derive the variational formulation of (1.12). To this end, we solve 
the second equation by using Green's function. 
The second equation for v can be solved as follows: 
V⑷二 • J^G{x,z)u\z)dz. (2.1) 
Thus, we write equations (1.12) in the nonlocal form 
— w + uT[u2] = 0 in n (2.2) 
where 
T[u^] = V = [ G{x, z)v?{z) dz. 
2(jr JQ 
We shall work with (2.2) from now on. 
We now define the following energy functional associated with (1.12) and (2.2) 
EM • = — / + - f u" — [ [ G(x,z)u^{xy{z) dxdz 
2 Jn 2 Jn S /x�Jn Jn 
= ^ / |W|2 + 1 / - 1 / (2.3) 
2 Jn 2.^2 L j， \ ) 
10 
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where u e 
Our first lemma is concerned with the differentiability of E” whose proof is easy 
and thus omitted. 
Lemma 2.1 Ef^[u] is continuous on and differentiable. Moreover we have 
= / / 丄 V u . V6' + 义 uO —丄 euT[u^] (2.4) 
for any test functions 0 G Hq (O). 
Let uo{x) be a fixed function. Then it is easy to see that there exists a to such 
that e^ := toy/JluQ G and < 0 for all fi G (0,1). 
We now define a mountain pass energy as 
〜:=殷o，S剩力)j (2.5) 
where T^ = {h : [0,1] —> Hq ($1) | h{t) is continoiis, h{0) = 0, h{l) = e^}. 
In the next chapter, we shall prove that there exists u^ E Hl{Q) such that 
丑 " [ � ] = � a n d u^ is a critical point of E^ .^ 
Chapter 3 
The Existence Of A Mountain 
Pass Solution 
The mountain pass theorem is used to prove the existence of critical points of func-
tionals which satisfies certain criteria. One criterion is the Palais-Smale(PS) condi-
tion which occurs repeatedly in critical point theory. We say that E^ satisfies the 
Palais-Smale condition if any sequence {um} C E for which Ejj, [um] is bounded and 
— 0 as m — oo possesses a convergent subsequence. We now state the 
classical Mountain-Pass Lemma ([1]). 
Montain Pass Theorem 
Let 5 be a Banach space and J e C^{S) satisfying the (PS) condition. Assume that 
1. J(0) 二 0 and there exists e G 5 with e 0 such that J(e) < 0 
2. there exists r 6 (0，||e||) and ^ > 0 such that J(u) > 8 for all u G = r) 
Then there exists u ^ S such that J{u) = a and J'(u) = 0, where a 二 inf/^gr maxo<i<i J[h{t) 
and r = {/i : [0’ 1] — H^{n)\h{t) is continoiis, "(0) = 0’ h{l) = e}. 
12 
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For convenience, we use an equivalent norm instead of the usual Hq(Q). Let the 
/i norm be given by 
^ Jn 
and the Hq{Q.) norm be as usual 
\uf 二 [ + 
Jn � 
Then it is easy to see 
Lemma 3.1 
Ci\\u\\ < [ < C2\\u\\ (3.1) 
Jn 
where Ci and C2 are constants. 
Proof: m i n f l ， < Jq + u^ < max{ l , /i}||ii| 
• 
Next we have 
Lemma 3.2 Let Umin 三 0 , then Umin 仏 o> local minimum point of Ejj^. 
Proof: We need to show that there exists r such that for all u satisfying 0 < ||w|| < r, 
we have Ey[u\ > E^[0] = 0. In fact, we observe that 
EM = f I•以|2 [ uA- - [ 
2 V Jn J 4： Jn ^ 」 
> C|M|2-1 / 
— 4 L � 
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By Holder inequality, 
f u W ] < ( f f r w h e r e - + - = 1 • 
Jq \Jn ) \Jn / p q 
We now choose 1 <p < 1 < ^ < jf^ 
This is possible for yV < 5 since 臺〉 j + 念〉 
Hence, by Sobolev inequality, ||T['u2]||p < and < C\\u\\ and so 
f u'T[u'] < C\\T[u']\\\\uf 
Jn 
since by(1.12), J^ = 
< C{JjVT[u']f)i\\uf 
Jn 
f < C|M|4 (3.2) 
Jn 
E^[u] > C\\uf — 二 C\\u\\\l - C\\uf) 
which will be positive whenever ||ii|| < • 
Lemma 3.3 There exists a point e G //q((7) such that Ef^[e] < 0. 
Proof: Fix uq e Hq{Q) and let P{t) = E^[tuo]. Then we have 
—> 一 o o as 力 ― + C O . 
By choosing e = tuo for t large, then E^[e] < 0. • 
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Lemma 3.4 The functional E^ is m 
Proof: It follows from Sobolev's embedding. • 
Lemma 3.5 If Un is a Palais-Smale sequence, then {un} is hounded in 
Proof: Let Un be such that 
一 C 
and 
El[un] — 0 
Then we have 
and 
= sup — ^ < e Ve > 0, 
E'^[un]{un)\ < Ve > 0 
which implies that 
[ [ ul- [ ulT[ul] < eC\\u^\\, 
Jn Jn Jn 
[ [ ui— [ ulT[ul] > -eCll^nlU, 
Jn Jn Jn 
\Un\\l > -eC\\Un\\^ - C -\-2\\Un\\l, 
\un\\l - eC\\un\\^ - C <0. 
Thus is bounded and ||iin|| is also bounded. • 
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Theorem 3.6 If {un} is a Palais-Smale sequence, then {un} has a convergent sub-
sequence in 
Proof: By the lemma 3.5，we know {un} has a weakly convergent subsequence 
which converges weakly to u E i^g (H). To avoid extra decoration, we shall call the 
subsequences we obtain {un} still. By Sobolev embedding, u^ u in the strong 
sense of U for all q G (1, 
— 0, 
wr 1 I五譯 n 
-^ A^ .^ nJ ifl(fi)* = sup ^ 0. 
Let • = Un — u, 
- t O 0， 
/ VUn - V{Un - u) -{‘ / Un{Un — U) - Un{Un — u)T[ul\ 0, 
Jn Jn Jn 
Wn - 4- /i^ / Vtx • V{Un - li) + / U(Un - u) — / Un{Un " u)T[ul] 0. (3.3) 
Jq Jn Jn 
Since Un u in Hq{Q)， 
f V u - V { u n - u ) - ^ 0 . (3.4) 
JQ 
By Holder inequality, 
[u(un - u) < ( [ ^ ( [ (Un — u)'^^ ^ —> 0. (3.5) 
Jn — \Jn / \Jq J 
Moreover, 
/ (Un — u)UnT[ul\ 
Jn 
< \\un — u\\l3 IIx^ s (by Holder inequality) 
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< C\\un — (by Sobolev embedding with N < 5) 
< Cllt^n-^llll^nll' (by (3.2)) 
— 0 as n — oo， 
/ {Un — u)UriT[ul] — 0. (3.6) 
Jn 
Hence, combining (3.3), (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6)，we have 
\un — > O a s n ^ o o , 
\un — u\\ 0 as n oo. 
i.e. Un ^ u in Hq{CI). • 
！. 
Theorem 3.7 The system (1.12) has at least one nontrivial solution over Q . 
Proof: By the lemmas (3.2)，（3.3), (3.4) and theorem (3.6) the mountain pass 
energy a^ is attained by a critical point of E,j[u] in Hl(p). Then the mountain pass 
theorem provides a weak solution. Smoothness of the weak solution is followed by 
Moser iteration together with Schauder's estimate. Thus the mountain pass energy 
is attained by a solution of (1.12) • 
Our next theorem gives a characterization of a^ which is useful in the computa-
tion of energy. 
Theorem 3.8 (Nehari Characterization of mountain pass energy) 
Let 
hn 二 inf En\u 
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where 
[ + 二 / u^Tlu^]}. 
^ Jn Jn 
Then a^ = b^. 
Proof: Since u^ 6 M…one trivially has infM^ E^ < a…For the opposite relation, 
let Up G M^ such that 二 infM" E - and h[t) : [0，1] — H 脚 with /i(0) 二 0 
and h(l) = e^. 
We construct another path g : [0,1] — H认Cl) such that g G F” where 
‘3tRu^ for t e [0，幻， 
"⑷二 i^iz^os[警(t—臺)]+ in[等(力一臺)]for t e 
�(3(R - 1)(1 - t ) + for t G [|, 1:. 
where R is sufficiently large. Then ^'(0) = 0 and g{l) = e^ We will show that 
maxo<t<i E^[g{t)]=五』〜.. 
In fact, fix uq e Hq{CI) and let p{x) = Ef_,[xuo]. Then we have 
则 = 工 , / 少 + ⑷ — 浏 幻 
then /?(0) = 0, P{x) — - o o as x oo 
also, for X is sufficiently small, p{x) > 0 
p\x) = x f (/i2|Wo|2 + ul) [ ulT[ul] 
Jn Jn 
r � = [ [ ulT[ul] 
Jn Jn 
When p'{x) = 0，then 
.T = 0 (rejected) or / + ix吕)==rr? / ulT[ul 
Jn Jq 
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Let xq > 0 be such that p'{xo) 二 0 
/TCto) = f ulT[ul] < 0 
Therefore, there is no critical point for which f5{x) is minimum for x > 0. 
i.e. max / ? ( .T) = /^(.xo) (3.7) 
x>0 





max En[3tRun] = E j u n ] � 0 . 
0 绍 
Consider t G Let a 二 夸 ( 力 一 全 ） • Then we have 
g{t) 二 i^ tZp cos a + sin a 
二 a + e一in a) 
二 RUa, 
E^[g{t)] 二 E^[Ruc, 
一 —oo as —> + 0 0 . 
鋼 <0 for all 力 e [去，臺]. 
Finally, we consider t G [g, 1 . 
Let 入 = 3 { R — 1)(1 — 0 + 1 e [1, R] V力 G 1]. Since E^[g{t)] = and 
丑 < 0, then by letting ,6{x) = and using (3.7), we have 
< 0 
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r2 
E^[g{t)] < 0 for all t e [ - , 1 
o 
Hence, 
0恐 X i 五⑴ ]二丑 " K J ， 
a" < max^ = 丑 = 
• 
By the theorem (3.8), we may study critical points of h .^ In the rest of this 
thesis, we shall study the asymptotic behavior of solutions of (1.12) such that 
Cu ：二 inf En\v\ (3.8) 
where M ^ = { u\ i ? j u^ = f u ^ v } . (3.9) 
Here v = ^ In G(x, z)u^(z) dz. Hence f^ u^v = ^ f^ f^ G(x, z)u^(x)u^(z) dz dx 
We will use (3.8) as the variational characterization of u. 
Chapter 4 
Ground States 
Let (w,v) be the unique solution of 
‘ A w — w wv = 0 in R^, 
< A.; + Iw^ = 0 in R^, 
v{x) 0 as + 0 0 , . 
� w^v > 0. 
Since the nonlinearit.y is cooperative, a result of Troy [15] says that all solutions 
of (4.1) must be radially symmetric and nonincreasing. By Theorem 1.1, (w,v) is 
unique. 
The following lemma was proved in [16]. For the sake of completeness, we include 
the proof here. 
Lemma 4.1 ([16].) 
(1) w{r)^v{r) — 0 as r +oo and 
w{r) < coe—r, (4.2) 
+ ) = + G(去))• （ 4 . 3 ) 
21 
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(2) The linearized operator of (4.1) 
‘ A ( l ) - (f)-{-(pvwxl； 二 0 m RN, 
< Aip + njcj) = 0 m RN, (4.4) 
�小 , 社 W口[RN). 
has dimension N < 5 and (0, VO ^ span | | j. = 1 , . . . , N). 
Proof: We will prove the case when N = 3. The other dimensions are similar. 
Suppose that G satisfies the following problem 
A(/) — (/) + + wF[iu(l)] = 0 in 
where FhucI)] = f 切、”、小、”、dq satisfying /\F\w(j)] + lucj) = 0 in R^. 
J B? An y — 7] 
We will prove that 
f dw 1 
(j) G 5pan| — , J = 1 ,2 ,3| . 
We first show that, the eigenvalues (//,；) of Laplace-Beltrami operator on S) are 
given by 
fh = 0, fi2 二 = fM = 2, iM < Ms, "'6’ . . . . 
In fact, let ei{0) be the corresponding normalized eigenfunctions, i.e., 
A52 6,： + firCi = 0, Z = 1 , 2 , . . . . (4.5) 
If ei(^) = 1, we then obtain the first eigenvalue /ii = 0. 
For z = 2, 3, 4, let, x = (.T2, .7:3, .7:4) G E? 
0 = 
=^r[rOi) + 
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= 一 ， 
\ — ) r 
2 A她) 
= H • 
r r 
This implies Ag^O, + 2(9,： = 0. 
Therefore, //,2 二 ,无3 = "'4 = 2 together with the corresponding normalized eigenfunc-
tions 62(60 = 6^ 1, 63(60 = (k and = Os- Moreover,叫 > 2 and {e,;(6'), 1, O^ 6*2，沒3} 
are orthonormal for i > b . 
For any solution (0, tp) of (4.4), we define 
<Mr) = [ d O , 
糊 = [ d o . 
J s"^ 
Recall that 
/\r(h 二 f dO J s"^ 
/ f \ I f f \ 
= / {(I)-U(t)- wip)ei ——-/ A52(/)e,； by(4.4) 
= J^{(j) — ucj) — by green's identity and (4.5) 
= 0 7 ： — ucpi — Wljji + 
We do the same calculation for 如.This gives the system 
‘ N H — (k — 钟 + + wipi 二 0, , . 
\ Aij, - + w^, = 0. � 
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The proof will be finished by showing the following claims. 
Claim 1: If z > 5, then 0,；三 ^ ：^三 0. 
Suppose this is not the case. First note that by differentiating (4.1) with respect 
to r, we have 
J Aw' = w' — uw' — u'w + ^ , � 
\ Alt' = 一 W . ‘ (4.7) 
On the other hand, we multiply (4.6) by w' and v!, respectively, where ' : =羞，and 
integrate over the ball 从 ( 0 ) centred at the origin with radius r. We have 
/ (A(/),： — (k — ！^(k + u(h + wiJi)w' 二 0, (4.8) 
J Br{0) T 
‘ / (AV ,^ - + W(l),)u' - 0. (4.9) 
J jBr(O) T 
Consider (4.9), using Green's identity and (4.7), we have 
I A(/),V+ I {-(j)i - + u(j)i)w' + I ww'ijji = 0’ 
JBr(O) JBr(O) — JBriO) 
[ (w'(t)- - (t>iw'') + [ (Aw' -i- uw'Ui - ^ / , 画 = 0, 
JdBr(0) ‘ JBriO) — JBriO) J Br{0) 
f {w'(t)', - + / - uw')(l)i - ^ / (jm/ + f ww'iPr = 0, 
JdBr(O) ‘ JBr(O) H — JBriO) J Br{0) 
f (!(；>• — (piW'') + [ - [ wu'cj) + / ww'xlH = 0. (4.10) 
JdBriO) ‘ JBriO) — JBriO) J Br{Q) 
Similarly, consider (4.9), using green's identity and (4.7), we have 
/ M^iU' — / ^ipiU + I w(j)iU = 0, 
f (讽 U — V v O + Z " (ZW — 魏 = 0, 
JdBr{0) JBriO) — JBriO) 
f (Mu — Avn+f - / wiu'^i + [ wu'(t>i = 0. (4.11) 
JdBriQ) JBriO) H JBriO) JBriO) 
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Adding (4.10) and (4.11)，we get 
/i(r) + /2(r) + /3(r) 
= [ { w ' c ^ , 一 4>rwn + [ (nV： — M n + [ ^ + "欢:） 
JdBr{Q) JdBriO) JBriO)— 
= 0， (4.12) 
where Ij[r), j = 1, 2, 3 are defined by the first equality. We now choose appropriate 
r and estimate each of the terms Ij{r). Note that since {6；；((9), 1, ^i, 6^ 2, ^3} are 
orthonormal for z > 5, 
_ = 涯 L ， 』 
= 0 . 
Similarly, '0-(O) = 0. So, we have 
0；；(0) = ipl{Q) = 0 for t > 5. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that there is some ri > 0 such that 07: (r) < 0 
for 0 < r < ri and (pi{ri) — 0. (We choose ri = 00 if (pi < 0 in (0, 00).) Note that 
by standard ODE theory > 0. 
We next claim that ipi < 0 for r small. Suppose this is not the case. Since 
n • 
Mi = -iA — > 0， 
r丄 
then cannot have a local maximum. This implies 
>也(0) > 0 for r G (0,ri). 
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By (4.6)，(4.1) and Green's identity we get 
0 > / (pi — w 也)w 
JBriO) H 
= / w{A(l)i — 07: + ucpi) 
•lBr{0) 
= / {wcj/i - (h切'、 
JdBr{0) _ 
= 4 7 r r h " ( r i ) 0 ; ( r i ) > 0. 
This gives a contradiction. Thus, ipi{r) < 0 for r small. This implies that there is 
some r2 > 0 such that < 0 for 0 < r < r2 and ipi{r2) = 0. (We choose T2 = oo 
if ipi < 0 in (0, oo).) Again, by standard ODE theory 功乂厂2) > 0. From now on we 
distinguish three different cases. 
Case 1: ri = r � . 
Take r 二 r\ — r2, 
h{r) = [ [w'ct>[ -
JdBriO) 
=Anr^u/ [r)(t/人 r) 
< 0 since w is decreasing. 
h{r) = [ - i^y) 
JdBri'd) 
=Anr'^u {r)ipi{r) 
< 0 since u is decreasing. 
< 0 since im > 2 and w\ u' < 0 for |.T| G (0, r). 
Therefore / i ( r ) + h i r ) + h [ r ) < 0 which contradicts (4.12). 
Case 2 : � 2 < ri. 
Sell rod in gar- iVe wton cciufition 27 
/‘A2) 二 / ("、":-…丨 
'f')fK^(O) 
< (). 
r 2 - fl, , 
I \(r2) = / “ . ’ ’（"々,,+ "''’•’） 
< 0 siiKM' 0, (r) < 0 for r G (0. r-,) ；u^  , -•’ < rj, 
W'f MOW <'v;ihi;tf <' f 山-J). \\<' t Ihmi define 
«:»(, ) ：二 — )f,\(r). 
(ni r J ‘ r ‘ r^, 
I / J V / • ' ' 、 ' f I J “ \ ‘ 
•I, ( r ) - ( / •<；',) ' r ( ' ) CV 
1••…m (-S (i) ami ( l 7). wo h.ivr 
''：\)' <：\ t f/o, I tri.\ 丨」/:、,, 
1 - 1 ' 
1 ‘ ‘ 
™(r It' w ？ ftrr I irn — w 
» \ ‘ I 
r * 1 • 
N«“�. ‘ li.it (ot f • r • r � . A r. r/'O, i ['] 1, , - 0 
11 " . " f ) ii.ts " “ l(n ,il i n . i M i n u i n f " i ‘ . i ) Tins i m p h • ‘ 、 ‘ li.i? i j r ) ‘ “ 
ti I>t f . I: ' / . ' I) tlN<' I h•‘ .d >t»vr t Wf I <M jii.i' |f .11 If I f.ii { ！ li.if t.',(r } - ” foi 
‘• (' ；.' I) .iii'i 
/ '. ‘ •:•'"� ' . t � "CN t/ t, , • 一 : 0 j ” ’ f ' Or' nn n u' • , u ‘ !'；», 
t ‘ r ’ 
2 � ‘ � " “ r'ti !i 'f,\ • r ‘ ft ji'o, 
• “ fnr f • “ ，f J f 
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i.e. is increasing for r G (r^ 2，M. 
> 尘(r2) 
0〉7»1臉1) > i 协 2) 
/ 1 ( 厂 2 ) < 0 . 
Therefore /i(r2) + /2(厂2) + 巧）< • which contradicts (4.12). 
Case 3: ri < r). 
/i(n) = 4兀7»1 碰 1)5 0. 
/3(n) = I + 
JBr,{0)— 
< 0 since < 0 for r G (0, n ) as n < r^. 
We now evaluate /2(ri).Then we define 
^(r) := r^ij[{r)u\r) — r2ix"(r)也(r). 
Then for ri < r < r2, 
.屯 ' ( r ) - ( r V D V - ( r V ) > , : . 
From (4.6) and (4.7), we have 
1 9 
丄 / 2 'f\f , f / 
—(r u ) + WW = —u . 
We will show that (pi�0 for all r e (n,r2) . Suppose this is not the case. Then 
0,;(r) must have a zero for some 7^3 G (ri,r2) with 0-(r3) < 0 such that > 0 for 
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r e (ruTs). 
By using (4.6), (4.1) and Green's identity, we have 
0 < / {-Wlpi + -^ (t)i)w 
= / (A(/),;(r) — (pi + U(l)i)w 
= / �—i — 切 ' ） — / —小,i. 一 JdBr^  (0) JdBr^  (0) 
This leads to a contradiction. 
By using the above two equations and the fact that (pi > 0 Vr G (^ 1,厂2), 
, 「仏 2 • 
= — - W(l)i)lL — {—u - iuiu)lpi 
= ( j i i — 2)il)ju' — r"^v!w(t)i + 
> 0 for all r E ( n , r2). 
i .e.屯(r) is increasing for r G (r^,r2). Then 
外 1) < 
^Mri) < r^rsMrs) < 0, 
Mri) < 0. 
Therefore / i ( n ) + /2(^i) + 似厂1) < 0 which contradicts (4.12). 
Claim 2: If z = 1, then (fii = ipi = 0. 
Suppose this is not the case. Since /ii = 0, we have 
A01 - 01 + u(j)i + iuil)i = 0, , 
\ A i^ + w(t>i = 0. "•丄~ 
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where 
小1 = hir), iJi 二 ihif) 
and 
{(puiJi) G X "l/]/2，g(i^ 3), with g > 3. 
By definition and e i {0)三 constant C, then 
0；(0) = c [ i ' - ^ - o . d o 
dxi 
二 oao 
fz^ OXi Js^ 
1' 丄 
= 0 . 
Similarly, V4(0) = 0. 
We will show that 0i(O) and '0i(O) are always in the same sign. Without loss 
of generality, we assume V i^(O) > 0. By the continuity of V^i(r), we have V^i(r) > 0 
for all r G (0, p) and ipi(p) for some p > 0. (If t/；! > 0 for r G (0, oo), then we set 
p = oo). 
Suppose '0i(O) < 0. Then multiplying the first equation in (4.13) by w and integrat-
ing over Br(0)，we get 
/ iuA(f)i — / (w^i — uw(/>i) + / lu'^ipi — 0, 0 < r < p. 
J Br {0) J Br (0) JBriO) 
By Green's identity and (4.1), we have 
—I (iU(f)\ — u/cpi) + I 也 = 0 ’ 0 <r < p. 
JdBrio) JBr-iO) 
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This implies 
4nr'^ (w(l)\ — w'(j)i) + / w'^^i = 0, 
JBrio) 
Attt^w^ W = - [ 切 2 功1 < 0, 0 < r < 
\IU J JBriO) 
Therefore,祭 is decreasing for r G (0, p). Then we have 
iu[r) w{0) 
Thus, (/)i(r) < 0 for r G (0,p). 
By the second equation in (4.13), 
A论1 二 —wcj)]^ > 0 for r G (0, p). 
Thus cannot, have a local minimum in (0, p). Moreover, 
= + = AV i^ > 0, for r G (0, p). 
r^ r 
i.e. r2论'1 is increasing for r G (0, p). This implies that 
r V i ( ^ ) > • = 0 r G 
侧 > 0 re (0，")， 
'ipi{p) > ipi{0) > 0, which contradicts the assumption ipi{p) = 0. 
Hence, (/>i(0) > 0. Therefore, by standard ODE theory, the dimension of the 
solution set of (4.13) is at most one. 
Note that 
(01, V^i) = (2iu + rw\ 2(u 一 1) + ru) 
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is a solution to (4.13). Since the dimension of the solution set is at most one, we 
know that, any solution satisfies 
((f>i,ipi) 二 C{2w + ru/, 2{u — 1) + rV) . 
But since V^i(r) ^ - 1 as r oo we conclude 也朱 with g � 3 . Therefore, 
(4.13) has no solution in X H/2’g(丑3) 
Claim 3: {i == 2,3’ 4). The solution for V^2)，（(/>3，V^3)，论4)，respectively, 
is one-dimensional. 
We have to show that the solution set of 
‘ A ( j ) i - (pi ^ u(l)i + w^ipi =長(k, 
< A^pi + w(l)i = (4.15) 
� ( l ) i {r) , ipi{r) — 0 as r — +oo 
is one-dimensional. 
Suppose that (0,；, xfji) solves (4.15). We must have 
綱 = 侧 = 0 . 
Note that since ei(^) = for i = 2, 3,4 
—h 加 ] ” 
+ 0. 
Similarly, '^•(0) + 0. Without loss of generality we assume that ip-^ O) > 0. We will 
show that (/)-(0) > 0. Suppose this is not the case, i.e. (/)-(0) < 0. By continuity of 
xpi, then there exists (/9 > 0 such that '0-(r) > 0 for r G (0, p^) and = 0. Thus 
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> 7pi(0) 二 0 for r G (0, (^). Multiplying the first equation in (4.15) by w and 
integrating it over the ball Br(0), we get 
f luASi — iu(l)i + u(l)iW + up-ipi = [ ^wcIh, 0 <r < (f. 
.iBriO) Br (0) r^ 
By Green's identity and (4.1), 
4肝2 ( — ; — (P-U)') + f w%, = f 0<r <(f. (4.16) 
\ JBriO) JBriO)— 
If (/);(•) < 0, then since 0,；(0) = 0 by continuity there exists ri > 0 such that 
(/),(r) < 0, 0 < r < ri, 二 0. By (4.16) we get 
Aiy — (kn/ 
( — ) 二 2 
w vjz 
i f f f 2 \ 
= - ^ — / 识2 也 + / —W(/)i 
Airr^w^ \ JBriO) JBr{0)— 
< 0 for r e (0, min{ri, c/?}). 
This implies that if ri < then 
件 幣 二 0 f o r r ^ 爾 
iu[ri) iu[r) tc^ Uj 
But = 0. Therefore, ri > (p. 
If 0;:(o) 二 0 then by the first equation of (4.15), we get = 0. Differentiating 
the first equation in (4.15) with respect to r, we obtain 
c (o ) = - w m m < 0. 
This implies that (/>；； attains its local maximum at r 二 0 where 0-(O) = 0. Therefore, 
‘ there exists 厂 2 � • such that 
< 0 for all r G (0, r?) and (^r? ) = 0. 
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Then, < = 0 for all r e (0,厂2). By the continuity of 0,；, there exists 
厂 1 � 厂 2 � 0 such that 
(t)i{r) < 0 for all r G (0,ri ) and (/>;;(ri) = 0. 
By using the same argument as in the case (/>;(•) < 0, we have ri > (p. 
Combining two cases for > 0, we conclude r! > (p ,小人丫、> 0 for r G (0，ri) 
and (/>,;(ri) = 0. Then for 0 < r < < ri, 
2 
A也= 1 — w(l)i > 0. 
Since ?/;•((/?) 二 0, then xjji attains its minimum at r = (p. This gives a contradiction 
since i>[{r) > 0 for r G (0, (/?). • 
Chapter 5 
The Projections Of v And w 
In this chapter, we project (w,v) into B'q(Q). 
We first project w: fix F e f2. Let be the unique solution of 
y w^P 二 0 on dfl. 
Then we have 
f - - - = 0 m Q, 
\ W f W ( f ) = 一 切 ( � ) o n 如. •⑴ 
We assume "^(户’哪—> oo. Since < Coe-'"": ‘, we obtain from (5.2) and the /i 
maximum principle that 
X — P <xd{P,dn) 
lUf^ ，p — w( )| < cie— “ for some constants Ciand a > 0, (5.3) /i 
where d{P, dft) : -dist (F, 
From now on, we use e.s.t. to denote those terms that are exponentially small. 
By (5.3)， 
-- w[ ) = e.s.t.. 
35 
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Hence we may replace by in the following computations since the error 
IS E • TS •力• • 
Next we project v : let v^p be the unique solution of 
f + 二 0 m n, 
[ v^ P^ = 0 on 
Let i)i_i，p = — Then satisfies 
/ "2A(/v，p = 0 in n , 
[ 外 ， P � = V、 ， ) o n a a ( b . … 
Hence by Lemma 4.1, we have 
= Co""二 Al + o( — , for x G on. 
Thus ifn^p satisfies 
/ A ( / v ， P � = 0 i n n , 
I VV，P = + on ( . J 
On the other hand, note that R(x, P) defined in (1.10) satisfies 
/ ar{x, P) = O in n, 
\ R{x, P) = i ^ z ^ on dn. (丄 
By comparing (5.6) and (5.7) , we have 
外，。Ct) 二 綱 1 + 
= A N f j N , � T � P ) ( l + (5.8) 
where Am = is a constant. Thus, 
= — A _ N - 2 R � T ' , F)(1 + (5.9) 
Chapter 6 
Computation Of The Energy: An 
Upper Bound 
We compute an upper bound for E^. We choose test functions t卞Wp，p, where w^p is 
defined in (5.1), and t^ is such that t^w^^p E M…where M^ is the Nehari Manifold 
defined in (3.9). Hence we have 
J ic J 
Thus we obtain 
士 2 二 in("2|V^V’p|2 +切g，p) 
“ 击fn G(-t，之—(工—(之)血心 
= + (6 1) 
fn^lp^l^lp] dx . • 
Now 
=臺力仏("2|•切"’+�’�) - z)wl^p{x)wlp{z) dx dz 
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二 [丄 ( " 2 | V " " ’ � | 2 + "。) — I L《，�K-] 
— 1 + (6 2) 
"7 • r 9 ^ 2 • 乂 •) 
From (5.1)，we obtain 
J 
Jn fJ' 
f "T — P � 一 P � , ,00 — _diP,an) 
= / w{ )v( )(w( ) + 0 ( e “ ) ) 
Jn /i /i fJ' 
r d{p,dn) 
=w{y)v{y){w{y) + 0{e- “ )) dx 
= / i ^ f / v A y 勵 + , (6.3) 
where 
— n - F 
//, 
From (5.9), we have 
/ n 《 斗 。 
Jn h yz", Jn //, / 
r 1 r 2： — P d{p,dn) 
= / ^^'pW-tt^ / ——)dzdx + 0 { e - “ ) 
Jn A， 2//.Z Jn 
r c/(p,an) 
= / ？ ( • 丁 > V ’ P ( _ T ) 咖 + “ ) 
Jn \ // / V /, d�r,cJ\L) / 
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二 , \L + T ) ) {v{y) - A^f.'^-'RiP + /iy, P ) ( l + 办 
: f ^ U w"⑷ V ⑷ ― 化 p)丨 2⑷+��pN—2�. (6.4) 
\’Jrn JR^ / 
Tims, combining (6.2), (6.3) and (6.4), 
^ {lHNw'{y)v{y)dyf 
- T • /凡"w^y)v{y) dy - P ) /妒 w^{y) dy + 斤-2) 
= w \ y ) v { y ) dy + An 广 刚 , P ) [ ^ w\y) dy +�(//^一”). 
4 \Jrn Jr^ / 
Hence, we have the following upper bound for the energy. 
Lemma 6.1 Let P E Then we have 
m -





I[w] = - w'^{y)v{y)dy. 
4 J r n 
Chapter 7 
Convergence: The First 
Approximation 
Let x^ be a maximum point of the mountain pass solution u^. The rescaled functions 
：二 + /iy) 
are defined on 
o •一 ^ 一 -Tp 
^ fl 
where 
+ if/2 = + + ^ulix,, + f,,y) 
=二](工“+ fiy) + + fiy) 
= 0 in �Tp. 
Note that by Lemma 6.1, we have 
L ， 柯 = 杀 a • � 
40 
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=杀 4 五 " M 
二 
- / i ^ “ 
= a 
HGHCG 
， ( A [ / r � + 明 = 0 in n叫“, 
< u^ = 0 on (7.1) 
i n 一 I + ul < C. 
Our first lemma is about the rate of x^ away from the boundary. 
Lemma 7.1 (Distance of a maximum point from boundary) 
disfix…dn) Bn ：二 > oo as iJ, —> (J. 
In particular, 叫，工外 = R ^ for every sequence jjLk — 0. 
Proof: 
Note that 
A/7^ + ( T [ 巧 ] — = 0 in n 
Let o,{y) 二 — 1. By Sobolev embedding with N <b and (3.2), we have 
= H w l + d / u'jrpi] 
^ 1^ "，�I + �||//VfV”TM) 
^ I + C. 
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N 
Therefore, a{y) is bounded in Then, by Moser's iteration, U^ is bounded 
in for all q > 1. Hence, T[[/2] is bounded in for all g > 1. By 
17 theory and Sobolev embedding, we also have is bounded in for 
every a < 1. 
Suppose for a contradiction that f3 e R'^ for a subsequence. There are two 
cases to be considered. 
Case 1: p = 0. 
In this case, we choose s^ G d^l realizing dist(.T^, ^O) and fix p > 0. Then 
1 < T[ul]{x^) — T [ � ] � < f I I•卿 "L ’� " ) l工" -� I 
/i 
for small enough where ||VT[[/^] is bounded since T[U'^] is bounded 
Therefore, dist(a：…如)> > q for all /i. Then > 0 which is impossible. 
Case 2: /3 > Q. 
After a suitable rigid motion we can assume that dist(0, dn^T卞、is realized by a 
point on the negative y � a x i s . By smoothness of dO, and usual regularity argument, 
we have U^ -> Uq in where 
K � y ⑶：yi> -P}. 
The limit function Uq G satisfies 
AUo - U o + UoT[U^] = 0 in R^, 
Uq = 0 on dR^. 
By the result of Esteban and Lions [4], [/q = 0 in contradiction to T[Uq]{0) > 1. 
• 
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Lemma 7.2 For a subsequence U^-^w and T[U'^] — v in where {iu,v) 
is the entire ground state of Lemma 4.1. 
Proof: By the usual regularity argument and Lemma 7.1, Up 一 Uq in Cff二、RN), 
where Uq satisfies — 
‘AUo — t/o + UoT[U^] - 0 in R^, 
[/o > 0 in RN, 
< Uo … m , 
[Uo>0 
By the maximum principle, [/Q > 0 in R^. The maximum of Uq is attained at 0. 
Thus, Uo = w and T[U^] = v by lemma 4.1. • 
Chapter 8 
Convergence: The Second 
Approximation 
In this chapter, we expand the solution f/^ into the second term. To this end we 
define 
M y ) - _ — + (8.1) 
where 
� ( 8 . 2 ) • 
in with U^ and as in (7.1) and (5.1) respectively and d^ =:dist(.T^, dQ). 
Then we have, 
/i 
=八"义〜“工"+ 開、—w …[T卞 + fiy) + x/v’.�(.T" + (J,y�T{U认——+ l-iy) 




•p99U 8AV 9'|T3UIT'4S8 /is：^  ST SuiMO||OJ 
(特)m —(“(菩))o + (%)((‘彻 + ⑷瓜）= 
(H + {fi)[fi)(n — {firi + 礼x广M彻f + "^x产cn = 
{fiHfi)ni — + + (^ 77 )^瓜)]』("'"+ "工产‘""I = 
"p X — z 
{fi)a[fi)cn — {firl + "工)广1叫丄("r/ + 广洲 rn 
'j8A08J0J/\[ 
. (C-8) 0 二 
{{fi)(i{fi)cn — {fill + 广二叫�("'"+ "^x)"工‘"rn) ！ + 
[fill + ——)》]丄(/^7/ + "^x 产 n i � + 
X — z 
{fiii + ——工‘"叫』(/^r/ + “工广工‘"rn 乙 + 
JC — X 
Jb — Z 
11113'iqo 3AV sut{工 
/ / f/ \ \ ^ 
•zj) � + (z产dfJi (z 'fi'ri + / ^ = 
sVv ^ - ^ J / J I 
A . 
aiaqM 
‘"洲。m 0 = 
(am — + + “工产‘"瓜)+ 
X' — z 
gp uoi^vnbd uo^^Mdfsj-JdSuipojqDg 
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Lemma 8.1 The functions (p^ are uniformly hounded, 
where C is a constant independent of /i. 
Proof: Suppose on the contrary there exists a subsequence m,n :=丨|(/>』乙� — o o . 
Let := ^ ^ ^ be defined on ^ ，^^；". Fix p > 0 such that Bq C • Since 
and from (8.3) and (8.4), 
A么一否;X + + 2/w…(or卞 + + 
+ + o ( ( f ) ( " - 2 ) ” = 0 in n陶 
then by the usual regularity argument (f)^  —» 如 in where 00 satisfies 
A 如 - 0 0 + 小qv + 2T[w(l)o]w = 0 in R^. 
Hence (00, 2T[iu(l)o]) satisfies (4.4). By Lemma(4.1) 
人 I dw 
如二 S � ¥ 
with constants a!,...，ayv. 
On the other hand V[/^(0) = 0 and Vw^^^Jx^) = Therefore 0, 
•否M(0) = ^ ^ — 0, and •00(0) = 0. This implies that 
^ ^ dw , � � ^ 
j=i ^yj j=i 
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for some 7 0 and the unit coordinate vectors ej. Then ai = • • - = ajy = 0. Thus 
00 二 0 and 么—• in 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that = t") and is a 
local maximum point of 
Claim: < C. Suppose this is not the case. Then ^ co as /i —^  0. Since 
y^ x is a maximum point of in < 0. Note that == 
+ 0(1) — 0 and w … � t卞 + f^ iy^ ) = + o ( l ) 一 0 as /i 0. Then by the 
equations (8.3) and (8.4) for at y", we have 
A 倫）一（ 1 - 0 ( 1 ) ) 倫 ) + 0(1) = 0 
which implies that (pfj^y二 < C leading to a contradiction to our assumption. Hence 
VmI S C which proves the claim. 
From the claim we may let y^ —» yo. Since (p^  — 如 in then (/>�(洲）=0. 
But by the definition of y^, = 1 which implies = 1 leading to a 
contradiction. • 
Chapter 9 
Computation Of The Energy: A 
Lower Bound 
In this chapter, we use Lemma 8.1 to expand the energy c^ into the second order 
term. Since we multiply the equation (8.3) by (j)^  and make use of Lemma 8.1, we 
obtain 
/,(/ 刚 2 + / 秦•(/,)• 
Then, from the equation (2.2), we have 
A '' \ I l.L U/ 
=T L |2+丢 L—i L 
+ ( i " 2 • 切 " 而 , . V c M ^ ^ ^ ) + W.^r.M'^^)] 
/.A //, J 
乙 y • ' i I ft' j-h J 
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Note that 
/广， . tA(卞) 
tV S Z lAf U； 
1/ a 6 / If 
and that 
r 2. f Z ——X 
=丄 ％，:r乂T) . ^ 人 G^Ct, 2：)‘(~^—"’_t“2：) dzdx 
X 6 IJj 
and from (5.1) and Green's first identity, 
^ fJ' fJi J ^  fJf jJj ^Jj 
Hence 
•HI fJ, y fJL J 
+ 0((^)2(iV-2)(l-6) . "TV) 
- 臺 L + 1 丄 ‘ - ― ： , 丨 - W i ^ ) + 
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+ 0 ( ( 2)(1—6) . Z ) 
dp 
= T ( t + 字 ) ) ) - i L + � ( ( i ; : ) 2 ( " ( i - ” •丨.'n 
= T L - T ( t -2” - �L -v) + < 广 ) ) , 
where the last equality holds because R{x, x) < d i s t ( 二 ^ ^ Bandle and Flucher 
2] and j•‘广 — 0 as shown in Lemma 7.1. 
Thus 
S = (l(w) + 彻 2 • " ， + 0((#广2)) . (9.1) 
\ / 
Chapter 10 
Comparing The Energy: 
Completion Of The Proof Of 
Theorem 1.2 
We finish the proof of Theorem 1.2 by comparing the lower bound and upper bound 
of the energy. 
Combining (9.1) and Lemma (6.1) together with Bn > 0 we deduce 
lim inf RQnr'….x^) = min R[P, P) 
Thus a subsequence of tends to a harmonic center of H. In particular dist(.T^, (9Q)> 
cLq�0. Therefore the error in the estimate in (9.1) is of order o ( / / , -2 ) . Together 
with Lemma (6.1) this proves the asymptotic expansion of the mountain pass energy 
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